Author or Publisher Wishes to Submit a Book

How does an author or publisher submit a book for Accelerated Reader® quiz consideration?

Our goal is to meet the needs of as many Accelerated Reader schools as possible. To accomplish this, Renaissance selects titles across all grade levels and with an equal distribution of Fiction and Nonfiction and uses resource publications that schools use in their book selection. We consider:

- Books that have been suggested by multiple schools across the country
- Books that are national award winners
- Books that have been reviewed by national review sources (see list below)
- Books with a strong curriculum tie-in
- Books in content areas that have been most often requested by customers
- Books in series or from publishers that have high quiz usage
- Books written by popular authors

Recommended Reading Lists and Review Sources:

- School Library Journal, including Curriculum Connections
- State Lists
- School Library Connection
- Booklist
- Junior Library Guild selections
- NCSS/CBC Notable Social Studies
- NSTA/CBC Outstanding Science
- ALA Outstanding Books for the College Bound
- Horn Book
- VOYA

Customer Suggestions

- We continually monitor quiz suggestions from our customers and encourage use of our Suggest Quiz functionality accessed through Accelerated Reader BookFinder™ (www.arbookfinder.com). Suggestions help drive not only title selection, but also priority in quiz production.

Availability and popularity of each book are also considered. The final decision to select a book for quiz development is at Renaissance’s sole discretion. Due to various factors, some books cannot support a quality quiz. For more information, please contact our Customer Assistance department to request a copy of article # R33241 “How Renaissance Determines a Book’s Quizzability”.

An author or publisher is welcome to submit a book to be considered for an Accelerated Reader quiz. Books should be sent, with a cover letter, to the attention of Title Selection Coordinator, Renaissance, 2911 Peach Street, Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494. The cover letter should include information about each book’s awards, positive reviews, and distribution (i.e. whether the book is available through major school library suppliers.)